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Introduction
Project goal: 
Make a Brownian motion 





PART   TWO
Basic Concepts
Brownian motion
Brownian motion is widely used in the field of physics,      
mathematics, and economics. It refers to the random motion 
of particles in a fluid, such as smoke particles in a gas.
Basic Concepts
Video generated by Program 10.2 in “Computational Modeling and Visualization of Physical Systems with Python”
Video demonstration of Brownian motionBrownian motion
Basic Concepts
Random walk Five 8-step random walks from a central point
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Random_walk#/media
/File:Eight-step_random_walks.png
• Random walk is a famous stochastic process which 
describes a path made by finite many random steps.
• An example of random walks is the motion path of a 
particle, which the particle can only move towards up, 
down, left, and right with same step length and 
probability.
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Algorithm & Implementation
• In this study, we use random walk 
model to implement the Brownian 
motion of a single particle in a square 
lattice. 
• In order to record the position of the 
moving particle, we create 2 variable i
and j to hold the “x” & “y” coordinates. 
• è represent position of particle = (i, j)
Algorithm & Implementation
Math of this model
Initialize the lattice: 
𝐴 = 𝐿 ∗ 𝐿 = 101 ∗ 101 (1)






where 𝐷34356 is the total number of directions a particle can go to.
Displacement R from the start point to end point after N steps random walk: 
𝑅8 = (Δ;< + Δ;>+ · · · +Δ;?)
8 + (ΔA< + ΔA>+ · · · +ΔA?)
8 (3)
Apply equation (3) to our model, we have: 






3-D visualization module in python which helps user to create 3-D animations 
Built-in module in python to generate pseudo random variables
A widely used module provide faster computation speed for arrays





Set up the lattice size
Initialize the starting 
point of the particle
Create a sphere object to 
represent the moving particle.




Recursively compute and 
update the position of the 
particle (sphere object).
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Outcome & further study opportunity
Video demonstration: 
(slow version)
Outcome & further study opportunity
Sample output: 
Outcome & further study opportunity
Conclusion: 
• 3-D simulation of the current model
• Use 3D creation suite like blender to make more intuitive animations
• Collect and analysis the movement data of the moving particle 
Further study opportunity: 
• The program successfully implement the 2-D Brownian motion in a 
square lattice, but the processing time could be very long.
Outcome & further study opportunity
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Thank you！
There was a young flower in the desert where all was dry and sad looking.
It was growing by itself . enjoy every day
